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SUMMARY

A calculational program utilizing data from radiation dosimetry measurements aboard the LDEF

satellite to reduce the uncertainties in current models defining the ionizing radiation environment is in

progress. Most of the effort to date has been on using LDEF radiation dose measurements to evaluate

models defining the geomagnetically trapped radiation, which has provided results applicable to radiation

design assessments being performed for Space Station Freedom. Plans for future data comparisons, model

evaluations, and assessments using additional LDEF data sets (LET spectra, induced radioactivity, and

particle spectra) are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Ionizing radiation measurements on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) satellite provide a

unique opportunity for reducing present uncertainties in models used in defining the space radiation

environment. The LDEF mission had several features particularly important to radiation model validation --

e.g., various types of radiation detectors were aboard, providing an extensive data set; because of the long

mission duration, the data have unparalleled statistical accuracy; and, the LDEF spacecraft had a very stable

orientation during the flight, allowing unprecedented data to be obtained on the directionality of the space

environment. The radiation measurements performed and key results from analyses to date are summarized

in refs. 1 and 2.

A calculational program is in progress as part of the LDEF ionizing radiation investigations. The

scope of the program includes model predictions in support of data analysis and interpretation, calculations

for data comparisons and model accuracy assessments, and model updates. The overall objective is to

utilize the LDEF data to pro.vide models that give a more accurate definition of the ionizing radiation

environment. This will enable more accurate radiation designs and design margin assessments for future

missions in low Earth orbit which in turn will help reduce risk and cost. Specific models which can be

improved utilizing LDEF data and their importance in addressing particular radiation issues for planned

missions are discussed in ref. 3.

*Work supported by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL, Contract NAS8-39386.
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The purpose of the present paper is to summarize the current status and future emphasis of the LDEF

ionizing radiation modeling work. The next section gives an overview of the calculations made to date,

followed by summaries of the status in terms of specific tasks and in terms of comparisons which have been

made with different measurement data setsl The emphasisof planned radiation modeling work and related

assessments is discussed in the last section.

OVERVIEW

÷ .....
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Calculations made to date for LDEF ionizing radiation assessments and for model comparisons with

dosimetry data can be categorized as follows:

Phase 0: Pre-Recovery Predictions -- To aid in the planning and interpretation of radiation dosimetry

data analyses, pre-recovery estimates were made to characterize the expected radiation environment

experienced by LDEF and the general features and magnitude of the induced environment and radiation

effects expected to be observed (ref. 4).- 7'his workinciud-ed estimates 0f theexpect_ radiation environment

(refs. 5,6) absorbed dose (ref. 5), LET spectra (ref. 7), and induced radioactivity (ref. 6). These

calculations were of a scoping nature and included numerous approximations -- e.g., the directionality of the

environment was ignored and shielding calculations were based on simple one-dimensional geometries.

Phase 1: Preliminary Calculations and Data Comparisons -- Several approximate calculations were

carried-out fo 6bfaln s0m_/quick corripariso/as-wlth the initial dat/ianalysis results (e. g.,ref. 8). This

included preliminary comparisons of model predictions with absorbed dose and activation data, which were

reported atthe First LDEF Symposium (refs. 9, 10). Various approximations were made in the calculations

to obialn thesecluTck-lo_]_c0mp-_sons---e.g., one-dimensional geome_es _-ere assu_6d, and the

environment_ion was incorriplete, with-anisotropy and orbit altitude variations neglected in most cases.

Phase 2: D-_/firiit[veModeling andData Comparisons -- To ol:;tain more accurate rnodeiing and

definitive comparisons with themo_e complete data becoming available, basiccalculational work was

needed in two areas: (a) a complete definition of the LDEF trapped proton exposure, taking into account

directionality, a_itude variation and solar cycle dependence, and (b) a realistic (three-dimensional)

geometry/mass model of the LDEF spacecraft and dosimetry experiments in order to adequately account for

shielding effects. This work has been complete d and reported at this symposium (refs. 11, 12). These

improved models have been initially applied for 3-D dose predictions anddata comparisons, with results

reported at thigSyhipos_ (refs. 13, 14).

Future Work -- The emphasis of future calculations is on using the revised environment definitions

and 3-Dgeometry/mass model to make definitive predictions and comparisons with other LDEF radiation

data (LET spectra, induced radioactivity, secondary particles, etc.) as it becomes available. Specific

predictions and pl_/nned data comparisons are outlined in the next two sections.



STATUS

In thissectionabreakdownof thecompletedandplannedcalculationaltasksis givenwith thestatusof
eachtaskindicated.

Most of theworkonassessingLDEF exposureto theradiationenvironmenthasbeencompleted

(TableI). Initial estimates(refs.5,6)of theexposureweremadeto determinetheimportanceof all sources

(trappedprotons,trappedelectrons,galacticcosmicrays,earthalbedoneutrons,andalbedoprotons)to

differentradiationeffects. Initial workon thedefinitionof thetrappedprotonenvironmentwasincomplete

in thatthealtitudeandsolarcycledependenceof directionaltrappedprotonspectrawerenotdetermined,but

revisedestimatesusingtheMSFCanisotropymodel(ref. 15)to obtainvectorfluxeshavenowbeen

completed(ref. 11). An inputparameterto theMSFCtrappedprotonanisotropymodelis theeffectivescale

heightof theatmosphere,whichrepresentsanaverageoverprotontrajectoriesandis difficult to estimate

from first principles.LDEF dataprovideabasisfor investigatingappropriatescaleheightvaluesfor model

input, andsuchstudiesareplanned.Measurementsof theLET spectrafrom heavyionsin thegalactic

cosmicray(GCR)spectraindicatestrongdirectionality(ref. 16). While thisobserveddirectionalityis

expectedto beinfluencedby shieldingvariations,thereareindicationsthatthedirectionalityof theexternal
environmentis afactoralso(ref. 16). Thus,someadditionalenvironmentdefinitionwork to estimatethe

angulardependenceof theGCRheavyion exposuremaybeneededfor definitivecomparisonswith the

observedLET directionality.

Key toobtainingdefinitivemodelpredictionsfor datacomparisonsis arealistictreatmentof shielding

effects. As indicatedinTableII, workondevelopmentof adetailed,3-Dgeometry/massmodelof LDEF is

now completed(refs. 12,17),andthismodelis currentlybeingusedin radiationtransportcalculationsand

othershieldingassessments.

With theworkon revisedtrappedprotonenvironmentcalculationsand3-Dgeometrymodeling

completed,definitivepredictionswith state-of-the-artmodelingaccuracycanbeperformedtocomparewith

theLDEF radiationdosimetrydata. Initial calculationsusingthesemodelshavebeenmadefor theabsorbed

doseandcomparisonsmadewith theLDEF measurements(refs.13.18-20)usingthermoluminescent

dosimeters(TLDs),asindicatedin TableIII. Thesecomparisons,whicharecompleteexceptfor some

revisionsthatmaybeneededwhenresultsfromfinal dataanalysesbecomeavailable,provideatestof the

accuracyof currenttrappedprotonflux models(ref.21) for low Earthorbitmissionsandprovidepartial
dataneededto checkmodelsdescribingthedirectionalityof theenvironment.

SeveralexperimentsonLDEFcontainedplasticnucleartrackdetectors(PNDTs)thatmeasuredthe

linearenergytransfer(LET) spectra(TableIV, ref. 1). Modelpredictionsandcomparisonswith thesedata

areimportantbecauseLET hasakeyrole in estimatingvariousradiationeffects,andbecausepreliminary

LET measurementresults(ref. 22)indicateahigh-LETcomponentwhichis notpredictedby pre-recovery
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estimates (Fig. 1), but which may have important practical significance. LET calculational tasks involve

several steps (Table IV), inc!uding 3-D transport calculations to account for shielding variations and the

directionality of the environment, influence of secondaries from heavy ion fragmentation, and an extension

of present calculational methods to account for ta2-get recoils and fragments, which is needed to compare

with the unique data from LDEF on the high-LET tail of the spectrum. For definitive comparisons with the

LET measurements, the calculations should, as suggested by the USF group (footnote 1), include the

respons e function of the track detectors, which involves including energy and angular-dependent relations

for track detection from observations for different track etch rates and from calibration experiments using

accelerator beam s.

Several measurements of the secondary neutron fluence were made on LDEF using 6LiF foils (ref. 23)

and activation samples (ref. 24). These data provide an opportunity to evaluate the accuracy of nuclear

models and radiation transport techniques for predicting secondary neutron spectra in spacecraft, which is of

interest in mission radiation assessment s because such secondary particles contribute to biological damage,

radiation backgrounds to sensitive instrumentation, and radiation damage to electronics. Planned

calculations related to this are listed in Table V. Since the 6LiF measurements may be influenced by the

high proton fluence present, some initial calculations delineating the neutron vs. proton response are needed

for the particular radiation environment experience by LDEF. To obtain a definitive estimate of the neutron

fluence for data comparisons, a detailed transport calculation using Monte Carlo methods (HETC code) and

the 3-D geometry/mass model of LDEF is planned with trapped, galactic, and albedo environment sources

included. Intercomparisons using the two data sets from 6LiF and activation will provide a check on the

consistency of the neutron measurement methods. -

l_eliminary data on high-energy neutron and proton spectra are available (refs. 23, 25) from various

fission foil measurements (Table V). Since fission is induced by both neutrons and protons, the relative

contribution to the fission data will first need to be investigated. Of particular interest is the data from

tantalum foils, where the fission threshold is above the energy of trapped protons, so the activation in this

case is a measure of the galactic fluence only.

Induced radioactivity measurements are available from both metal samples placed aboard LDEF and

from the analysis of various spacecraft components (refs. 24, 26-29), as summarized in Table VI. The

activation of samples placed-in the P(K_ experiment, which also contained TLDs for dose measurements,

is of particular interest for model comparisons because this will provide a cross-check on the differences

found between measured and predicted doses. The activation samples also included some elements (Co, Ta)

where the activation for particular isotopes is only from neutron-induced reactions, providing a cross-check

on the 6LiF neutron measurements and related calculations. ........

Several approximate calculations (ref. 10) were made to get some early preliminary comparisons with

the activation measurements on spacecraft components (Table VI). Planned are more definitive calculations

that remove the early approximations indicated in Table VI. Calculations to compare with the tray clamp

activation data are of special interest because these measurements provide a detailed mapping of the
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directional effects of trapped protons, providing a test of the accuracy of the MSFC anisotropy model. Data

on the production of various radioisotopes in the LDEF spacecraft trunnions is of interest for model

validation because it provides a measure of directional and secondary particle effects and contains

contributions from both trapped and galactic sources. Measurements for other spacecraft components, such

as the keel and end plates, provide additional directional data for model validation and confirmation.

DATA AVAILABLE FOR MODEL VALIDATION

In this section the status of work on radiation model validation is given in terms of the data available

and comparisons which have been made.

Essentially all of the data on absorbed dose measurements using TLDs is available (Table VII), and the

results of model comparisons are given in ref. 14. Initial results for measured LET spectra from PNTDs

are available (Table VIII) but much data analysis remains, and LET model predictions to compare with the

PNTD data are TBD (To Be Done).

Preliminary data on neutron and proton fluence and spectra from fission and 6LiF foil measurements

are available (Table IX), but results from some recent accelerator calibration tests need to be incorporated to

complete the data analysis (footnote 1). Thus, only very preliminary model comparisons have been made to

compare with this data.

The counting of intentionally placed activation samples on LDEF for the case of neutron measurements

(Co and Ta samples) has been completed (Table X), but analyses to determine absolute neutron fluences are

still in progress (footnote 2). Measurements for the other activation sample materials (Table X) are

essentially complete, with intercomparisons and final data analyses nearing completion. Data available from

induced radioactivity measurements in spacecraft components, and the status of calculations and

comparisons, are summarized in Table XI.

FUTURE WORK

As indicated above, to date calculations have been made to compare with only a portion of the LDEF

radiation dosimetry data. Preliminary evaluations have been made of environment models defining the

trapped proton flux, the directionality of trapped protons, and the trapped electron flux. Interim results

based on these early comparisons indicate that the proton flux model (ref. 21) underpredicts the observed

dose by about a factor of two (ref. 14). The basic validity of the MSFC trapped proton anisotropy model

(ref. 15) has been verified (ref. 14). However, preliminary results indicate that the observed directionality is

somewhat stronger than predicted, and additional data comparisons are needed to resolve this issue. The

results to date indicate that accuracy of electron flux environment models (ref. 30) for LDEF-type orbits is
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aboutafactorof two (ref. 14). Thesefindings,whileonly tentativeat present,havealreadybeenimportant

in establishingreaiist]cradiationdesignma]rg{ns-forSpacestation_J_reedom-,,ana-ad_onal m-rdU -_ .
radiation ..............environmentaccuracyassessmentsutilizingthefull setof LDEF dosimetrydata(outlinedbelow)

areexpectedto provideimportantinputfor upc0mingSpaceStafionFre_om radia_ondes_gn_veri_fication_

evaluations.

Theemphasisof futureradiationmodeling'workandrelatedassessmentsis summarizedbel0ff, _

CalculationsandDataComparisons

_z x

Work to date has concentrated on model comparisons with the LDEF absorbe d dose data. Subsequent

work will emphasize data comparisons and m_el evaluations for the othermeasured data sets, witl_general

priorities as discussed below. These planned comparisons will provide a test of modeling accuracies for

predicting not only the ambient environmentbut the induced environment inside spacecraft and instrument

packages as well. Furthermore, these additional data comparisons provide m_ore stringen t tests of p_edictive

capabilities in that the model evaluations will include more detailed comp_onswi-ih differentiai _data (LET

and particle spectra), in contrast to the integral-type data (dose) comparisons made to date.

LET Spectra -- Modeling and data comparisons for LET spectra are of high priority for future work

for several reasons: Accurate predictive capabilities for LET spectra are of practical significance for mission

applicationsdue to the fundamental role of LET in assessing various radiation effects, such as biological

damage, electronics upset, and sensor noise. Also, the LET data from LDEF are unique due totheir high-

statistical accuracy and the data show features at high LET that are not accounted for in present models (Fig,

1). Updated models that take into account the LDEF observations are of practical _mportance m _muon

assessments for Spacecraft:in orbits similar _to LDEF, such asthose planned for Space Station Freedom.

Activation -- Planned model comparisons with the activation data from induced radioactivity

measurements are important in evaluating models for predicting both ambient and induced environments. Of

high priority here are comparisons with the experiment tray clamp activation data, which will allow detailed

anisotropy model evaluations, and comparisons with the Exp. P0006 activation samples, which will provide

a check of the present tentative conclusions on the accuracy of trapped proton flux models based on

absorbed doge comparisons.

Secondaries and Particle Spectra -- Model comparisons with fission foil data, measurements of

certain radioisotopes in activation samples, and 6LiF data will allow evaluation of models and transport:

methods f0r p_r_edicfing secondary particle flu enc_es inside spacecraft. Coarse spec_tral .....information for

protons and neutrons fs also available from these data. Also of interest here are model comparisons with

the tantalum foil measurements, which will provide a check of model predictions for the GCR proton

fluence at the geomagnetic cutoff of low inclination (28.5 °) orbits,

m
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Assessments

Fromthecalculationsanddatacomparisonsoutlinedabove,intercomparisonstakinginto accountall of

theLDEF radiationdosimetrydatasetsareplanned,includingconsistencycheckscomparingLDEF results

wherepossiblewithpreviousflights. Quantitativeassessmentsof modeluncertaintieswill beperformed
andmodelimprovementsmade,with documentationanddisseminationof theupdatedmodels,databases,

andrelatedcomputercodesprovidedfor futuremissionapplications.
Thus,theproductgoalof thisplannedwork is improvedmodelsfor predictingtheambientand

inducedionizingradiationenvironments.While measurementsof radiationeffectsfor someof thenewer

componenttechnologies(e.g.,radiationsensitivemicroelectronicsandsensors)werenot includedon

LDEF, theimprovedradiationenvironmentdefinitionsfrom LDEF,togetherwith ground-based
measurementsof componentradiationsusceptibilities,will enableimprovedradiationeffectspredictionsfor

futuremissionsandevolvingcomponenttechnologiesdespitethelackof LDEF radiationeffectsdatafor

specificcomponents.In thisway,theLDEF radiationmodelingresultscanhavea significantimpact on
radiationassessmentsfor futuremissionsbyreducingrisk andcostassociatedwith radiationdesignsand

tests.
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Figure 1. Comparison of LDEF pre-recovery predictions of linear energy transfer (LET)

spectra (ref. 7) with interim results from measured spectra in Exp. P0006 (ref. 22). The

predictions were made using the CREME code (ref. 31) and 1-D spherical shielding.
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